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A generalized twistor dynamics of the D=3
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National Science Center
”Kharkov Institute of Physics & Technology”
310108, Kharkov
A generalization of the twistor shift procedure to the case of superparticle inter-
acting with the background D=3 N=1 Maxwell and D=3 N=1 supergravity super-
multiplet is considered. We investigate twistor shift effects and discuss the structure
of the resulting constraint algebra.
1 Introduction
The hope to solve the problem of the covariant quantization of Green – Schwarz
superstrings is connected now with a success and further development of the
twistor – like and relative approaches [1] to the theory of extended supersym-
metric objects. In this respect of great importance is the studying of twistor –
like formulations of superparticles which are a limiting case of superstrings
theory.
Two attractive superparticle formulations in the framework of the twistor –
like approach intensively investigated nowadays are the Ferber – Shirafuji [5, 6]
and the Sorokin – Tkach – Volkov – Zheltukhin (STVZ) [2] formulation.
The STVZ action is a version of a massless relativistic superparticle with
intristic incorporation of twistor – like commuting spinors into the theory.
The presence of the twistor – like spinors gave the possibility of decompos-
ing the set of constraints of the theory onto the first and second class without
introducting the additional ”Stuckelberg” variables [14, 15] by projecting it
onto the twistor directions [2] and solved the problem of the infinite reducibil-
ity of the κ – symmetry by replacing the former with the superconformal
worldline supersymmetry [3] being irreducible by definition.
Several versions of twistor – like supersymmetric particles and heterotic
strings based on the STVZ action have been constructed in D=3,4 and 6 space –
time dimensions [2, 19, 20, 12, 21]. However, the generalization of the STVZ
action to the case of a D=10 superparticle posseses another infinite reducible
symmetry [12] that can be an obstacle for applying the BRST – BFV – BV
quantization scheme.
Perhaps, the solution to this problem can be found by considering the
Ferber [5] and Shirafuji [6] twistor superparticle action classically equivalent
to the STVZ action. Unfortunately, a worldline supersymmetric version of the
Ferber – Shirafuji action [3] is part of a more general action describing the so
called spinning superparticle [13] and does not describe the usual N=1 Brink –
Schwarz superparticle, but a model with not well defined physical content
because the target space is not the conventional superspace, but one with
additional θ – translation. However, we may consider a sector of this theory
corresponding to the N=1 Brink – Schwarz superparticle [9] and containing
a particular solution to the equations of motion analogous to that considered
in [3]. The problem of the appropriate worldline supersymmetrization of the
Ferber – Schirafuji action has been solved recently in [10].
In both, the Ferber – Shirafuji and STVZ action, twistor – like variables
are non-propagating auxiliary degrees of freedom. But we can ”animate” their
by adding new terms depending on twistor – like variables and their proper –
time derivatives. The terms of such kind can arise as a result of particle
interaction with quantum fields. Since twistor – like variables are commuting
spinors it seems that the introduction of new terms breaks the Pauli spin –
statistics theorem. But in the paper [8], where group – theoretical description
of semion dynamics in D=3 was considered, it was shown that an ”animation”
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of twistor – like variables in the case of the STVZ action describing a massive
particle leads to arising states with spin 1/4 and 3/4. Thus, the introduction
of the new term can drastically change the situation and lead to models for
describing more general quantum objects.
On the other hand the twistor dynamics described by the Ferber – Shirafuji
action can be modified by analogous terms [7]. In the case of a free particle due
to a so called twistor shift procedure a generalized dynamics is equivalent to
the standard one, but in the case of particle interaction with background fields
it leads to a modification of the interaction which becomes nonminimal and is
characterized by infinite series of terms. The modified interaction contains a
field strength tensor and its higher derivatives and becomes nonlocal. In the
case of a D=3 Maxwell field background the first term in this series describes
a particle possessing an anomalous magnetic moment. As result, one arrives
at a model relevant to Chern – Simons systems and self – interacting anyons
(see,for example, references in [8]).
Such fundamental notions as locality and causality are basically connected
with the concept of background fields. There are two principal kinds of locality
and causality, namely the worldline (worldsheet) and target space ones. The
string ideology is based on the worldsheet locality while field theory deals with
locality in target space. Since all physical fields in the framework of string
concept are nothing but superstring oscillations it is very important to un-
derstand the connection between worldsheet and target space locality. String
interaction generate an effective interaction of fields which is characterized by
terms with higher derivatives of the field potentials, thus leading to non-local
interactions. The presence of these new terms affects the structure of field
equations of motion, integrability conditions etc. An anologous situation is
reproduced in the generalized twistor dynamics.
From this point of view the main motivation of our research is to study the
twistor shift procedure in the case of a superparticle interacting with back-
ground superfields, its effects and structure of the constraint algebra.
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The article is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes twistor dy-
namics and its generalization. In section 3 we investigate twistor shift effects in
the system describing superparticle interacting with D=3 background Maxwell
supermultiplet and discuss the constraint algebra. In section 4 we consider as
more complicated case superparticle in D=3 supergravity background.The dis-
cussion of the obtained results is given in the section Conclusion.
2 Twistor dynamics and its generalization.
Twistor – like formulation of D=3 particle is based on the following action for
D=3 massless spinless relativistic particle proposed by Sorokin, Tkach, Volkov
and Zheltukhin [2]
SS.T.V.Z =
∫
dt pm(x˙
m − λγmλ) (1)
This action reproduces the Cartan – Penrose momentum representation [1]
pm = λγmλ (2)
as constraint solution
p2 = 0 (3)
on the equation of motion.
With the help of the representation (2) it is easy to prove classical equiv-
alence of the action (1) to the twistor particle action proposed by Ferber and
Shirafuji [5, 6]:
Stwistor =
∫
dt λγmλx˙
m (4)
where as well as in the action (1) λ is the commuting Majorana spinors.
The further generalization of the massless relativistic particle twistor dy-
namics is connected with ref. [7] where with the aim of ”animation” of the
twistor variables being non-propagating auxiliary degrees of freedom the action
(4) was modified by addition of a term depending on the twistor variables and
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their proper – time derivatives the simplest variant of which has the following
form:
Sadditional =
∫
dτ lλαλ˙βε
αβ (5)
The Hamilton analysis of the system described by the action
Sgeneral = Stwistor + Sadditional (6)
shows that due to the existence of the nontrivial transformation to the new
space – time coordinates,
xˆαβ = xαβ +
l
2(λµ)
(λαµβ + λβµα) (7)
xαβ ≡ xm(γm)
αβ
containing parameter l with the dimension of length, a generalized twistor
dynamics in the free case is equivalent to the standard one, i.e.
Sgeneral =
∫
dτ λαλβ ˙ˆx
αβ
(8)
The transformation (7) is usually called the twistor shift transformation.
The situation drastically changes in the case of particle interaction with an
external background field since the field potentials depending on the space –
time coordinates at the transition to the new space – time coordinates xˆ reduce
to the arising of the infinite power series of the nonlocality parameter with
dimension of length, containing field strength tensor and its higher derivatives.
Thus, in the framework of the generalized dynamics the interaction changes
from minimal scheme to nonminimal.
In the case of particle interaction with the Maxwell background field the
interaction modification in the first power of l has the following form
Am → Am + lεmnkF
nk (9)
where F nk is the Maxwell strength tensor, εmnk is the Levi – Chivita tensor,
and is related to the interaction of particle having an anomalous magnetic
moment with Maxwell field. The theories of such kind are intensively investi-
gated nowadays in connection with possible applications to the theory of hight
temperature superconductivity and fractional quantum Hall effect.
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3 Supertwistor shift in the presence of the back-
ground Maxwell field.
A generalized dynamics of superparticle interacting with the Maxwell back-
ground superfield is described by the following action
S =
∫
dτ dη (iE−1DEαDEβ(γm)αβDE
m + lE−1E˙αDEα +DE
AAA) (10)
where D = ∂η + iη∂τ is the covariant derivative of the ”small” world – line
SUSY parametrized by proper – time τ and its grassman superpartner η
DEA = (DzM)EAM
EAM(z) is the standard superdreinbein of the flat superspace with coordinates
zM = (Xm,Θα)
Xm = xm + iηχm; Θα = θα + ηλα (11)
being a scalar under ”small” SUSY transformations.
E−1 = e−1 − iηψˆ/e2 is the analog of world – line supergravity, A is the
background Maxwell superfield and l is the nonlocality parameter having the
dimension of length. Such form of the action is very convenient for the appli-
cation to the case of background supergravity considered in the next section.
The action (10) is closely related to one proposed in ref. [20]. In the paper
of Delduc and Sokatchev the conventional background constaints ( namely (15),
(16)) playing the role of the integrability conditions and maintaining original
theory symmetries in the presence of background interaction was obtained in
elegant manner. The presence of the additional term does not change this
situation that gives a possibility to consider usual constraints imposed to the
Maxwell and supergravity background superfield.
Twistor shift is generated by transition to the new space – time variables
Xˆαβ = Xαβ +
l
2µ˜DΘ
(µ˜αDΘβ + µ˜βDΘα) (12)
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where µ˜α = µα + ηdα is the even superfield containing the second twistor half
µ and its superpartner d, moreover,
µ˜α = iXαβDΘ
β
By using the equation of motion in the first order over l after the twistor
shift we obtain the following action modulo term DΘαAα which we shall con-
sider below
S˜ =
∫
dτ dη (iE−1DΘγmDΘDXˆ
m + ΩˆmAm +
1
2
lΩˆαβ(σmn)αβFmn) (13)
where Ωˆm is the Cartan form invariant under local ”small” and global ”big”
SUSY transformations
Ωˆm = DXˆm + iΘγmDΘ+ iDΘγmΘ
.
In D=3 the vector field is a part of spinor supermultiplet
Aα = rα +BΘα + VαβΘ
β + hαΘΘ (14)
where Vαβ = V
m(γm)αβ and h is the vector gauge field and its superpartner,
respectively.
The Wess – Zumino gauge r = B = 0 and conventional constraints
Fαβ(Xˆ,Θ) = 0 (15)
T aαβ(Xˆ,Θ) = 2iγ
a
αβ (16)
extract irreducible submultiplet of physical fields, after that the action (13)
may be present in the form of
S˜ =
∫
dτ dη iE−1DΘγmDΘDXˆ
m −
i
2
Ωˆm(Vm +
1
2
Θβ(γm)
βαhα −
i
2
ΘΘεklmFkl)
+ i
1
2
lεnmkΩˆk(Fnm +Θα(γn)
αβ∂mhβ −
i
2
ΘΘεplm∂nFpl) (17)
where εmnk is the Levi – Chivita tensor;F
mn is the Maxwell field strength
tensor.
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Integrating over η and fixing solution of the equation of motion
δL
δψˆ
= 0
in the form of
χm = −(θγmλ+ λγmθ) (18)
we come to the component form of the Lagrangian (17). Such choosing of the
solution connected with the first term of the action (17) has been considered
by Volkov and Zheltukhin [3].
It is easy to see writing down the remaining term of the action (10) into
the component form and using the equation of motion
δL
δe
= 0
that this one duplicates some terms of the action (17) so that full Lagrangian
after the twistor shift appears as
L˜ = −(e−1λγmλ− (Vm +
1
2
θβγ
βα
m hα −
i
4
θθεklmFkl)
+ lεnkm(Fnk +
1
2
θαγ
αβ
n ∂khβ −
i
4
θθεplk∂nFpl))ω˙
m (19)
where ωm is the Cartan differential form
dωm = dxˆm − iθγmdθ + idθγmθ + 2λγmλdτ (20)
Lagrangian (19) is invariant under the following transformations of the
global SUSY on the mass – shell
δVm = −εβ(γm)
βαhα; δΘβ = εβ; δhα =
i
2
εβ(σnm)βαFnm
with odd parameter ε.
Now let us consider the algebra of the constraints obtaining from the action
(19). In the case of usual Brink – Schwarz superparticle this one has the
following form:
{dα, dβ} = −2(γ
a)αβpa
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where dα and dβ are the second class constraints and pa is the covariant super-
particle momentum transforming under the quantization procedure into the
covariant vector derivative. In our case
dα = Pθα − (e
−1λγmλ− V˜m)γ
mθα
where
V˜m = Vm +
1
2
θβγ
βα
m hα −
i
4
θθεklmFkl
+lεnkm(Fnk +
1
2
θαγ
αβ
n ∂khβ −
i
4
θθεplk∂nFpl)
and it is easy to see that the algebra of constraints does not change upon
applying the twistor shift procedure in the first order in l expansion with vector
covariant derivative having modification like (9), moreover, we hope that it is
remain true for any order of ln expansion. The main reason of preserving
the algebraic structure is the conventional constraint (15) reproducing the
integrability condition.
Thus, the twistor shift procedure allows to get rid of undesirable term θ˙θ˙
breaking the spin – statistic connection under turning into the field theory.
This leads to arising in bosonic sector an infinite series in the parameter l
containing Maxwell strength tensor and its higher derivatives. The fermionic
sector present in the case of superparticle is also modified by terms contain-
ing derivatives from a gauge field superpartner. The algebra of second class
constraints does not change upon the twistor shift procedure due to imposing
conventional constraint playing the role of integrability condition.
4 Supertwistor shift in the presence of the back-
ground supergravity.
The more complicated case is, of course, the case of the supergravity back-
ground. We would like firstly to discuss this one in general and then to apply
this consideration to our approach.
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The spinorial covariant derivatives of the D=3 N=1 supergravity in the
Wess – Zumino gauge have the following form [16, 17, 18]:
Dα = ∂α − i
1
2
(γ0γaΘ)α∇a +
1
4
ΘΘ(γ0∇ˆ)α (21)
where
∇a = ψ
µ
a∂µ + e
m
a ∂m +
1
2
ωkpa Mkp
∇ˆα = ∇α +
1
4
ωkpa εkp
d(γaγd∂)
α +
1
2
(γaγbψa)
α
∇b (22)
∇α = (φγ0)
αµ
∂µ + χ
αa∇a +
1
2
ζαkpMkp
In our notations ∂m = ∂/∂X
m, ∂α = ∂/∂Θ
α, (γ0)αβ = εαβ in Majorana repre-
sentation of the γ – matrices (see Appendix), εkp
d is the Levi – Chivita tensor;
ema , ω
kp
a , ψ
µ
a are the components of the dreinbein, connection and gravitino
respectively; the structure group of the tangent space is the SL(2, R) with
the Lorentz generators Mkp. The remaining fields provide closing the SUSY
algebra on the ”off – shell”.
With the help of the expression (21) and (22) we can restore the super-
dreinbein components by using of
DA = E
M
A ∂M +WA
kpMkp (23)
where indices A = {a, α} take a value of the vector and spinor indices in the
tangent ”flat” superspace, M = {m,µ} are analogous indices of the ”curve”
superspace, WA
kp is the superconnection taking value in the structure group.
As in the case of the Maxwell background it is necessary to impose the con-
ventional constraints on the curvature and torsion consistent with the Wess –
Zumino gauge [18]:
Rαβ(X,Θ) = 0
T aαβ(X,Θ) = −
i
2
γaαβ
so that
{Dα, Dβ} = −iγ
a
αβDa (24)
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Then from (21) and (22) we obtain
Eµα = δ
µ
α − i
1
2
(γ0γaΘ)αψ
µ
a +
1
4
ΘΘ(γ0)αβ{(φγ
0)βµ
+
1
2
(γaγbψa)
βψµb +
1
4
ωkpa εkp
d(γaγd)
βµ} (25)
Emα = −i
1
2
(γ0γaΘ)αe
m
a +
1
8
ΘΘ(γ0)αβ(γ
aγbψa)
βe
m
b
and from (24) and
Da = Ea
m∂m + Ea
µ∂µ +Wa
kpMkp
we get the expression for the remaining superdreinbein components:
Ema = e
m
a +
1
4
iΘγaψ
m −
1
8
ΘΘ(γb)αγψ
γ
b (γ
c)αεψaεe
m
c
+
1
4
ΘΘφema −
1
8
ΘΘωkpa Tr(σkpγ
c)emc
Eµn = ψ
µ
n +
1
4
iΘα(γ
a)αβψnβψ
µ
a −
1
4
iΘα(σkp)
αµωkpn
+
1
8
ΘΘ(γa)αγψ
γ
aω
kp
n (σkp)
αµ +
1
4
ΘΘφψµn −
1
8
ΘΘωkpn Tr(σkpγ
a)ψµa (26)
The last terms of these exrpessions vanish by virtue of Tr(σkpγ
c) = 0, where
Tr denotes the trace and σkp is the antisymmetric product of Dirac matrices
(see Appendix).
Since the twistor shift procedure is carried out on the ”mass – shell” we
can neglect the auxiliary scalar field contribution.
The action describing superparticle in the gravitational background field
has the following form [20]:
S = −i
∫
dτ dη E−1DEαDEβ(γm)αβDE
m (27)
UsingDEA = (DzM)EAM we obtain the following expression for the Lagrangian:
L = DΘλEαλDΘ
γEβγDX
kEmk (γm)αβ + 2DΘ
λEαλDX
nEβnDΘ
γEmγ (γm)αβ
+ (γm)αβ(2DΘ
λEαλDX
nEβnDX
kEmk +DX
mEαmDX
nEβnDΘ
λEmλ ) (28)
(By using the superreparametrization we always can choose E−1 = 1).
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It is easy to prove that the last two terms of the (28) vanish (for this aim it
is nessesary to write down these terms in the component form) and after that,
using (25) and (26) we can find the remaining Lagrangian
L = DΘλDΘγDXn(γm)αβ{δ
α
λδ
β
γ e
m
n +
1
4
iδαλδ
β
γΘγ
mψn − i(γ
kΘ)γψ
β
k δ
α
λe
m
n
+
1
2
ΘΘδαλ (
1
2
(γaγbψa)γψ
β
b e
m
n )−
1
8
δαλδ
β
γΘΘ(γ
b)αγψ
γ
b (γc)
αεψmε e
c
n}
+ 2DΘλDΘγDXn(γm)αβ{−
i
2
δαλψ
β
n(γ
mΘ)γ +
1
8
δαλ (Θγ
cψn)ψ
β
c (γ
mΘ)γ (29)
−
1
4
(γkΘ)λψ
α
kψ
β
n(γ
mΘ)γ +
1
8
ΘΘδαλψ
β
n(γ
aγmψa)γ}
With help of the evident identity
ΘαΘβ = −
1
2
εαβΘΘ
the Lagrangian (29) is reduced to the following form
L = DΘλDΘγDXn(γm)αβ{δ
α
λδ
β
γ e
m
n +
1
4
iδαλδ
β
γΘγ
mψn (30)
+
1
4
ΘΘδαλ (γ
aγmψa)γψ
β
n}
and describes the superparticle interacting with the background D=3 N=1
supergravity.
The generalization of the dynamics is achieved by introduction of the ad-
ditional term
Ladditional = −ilE˙
αDEα (31)
having an extended expression in the form of
Ladditional = −il{(z˙
NDzM(−)
(α+N)(M+1)EαNE
M
α (32)
+(−)α(N+1)(DzN )(DzM)E
M
α (DE
α
N)}
Since the expression (32) contains zN we can consider the contribution of
Xm variables, but for investigation of our system it is neseccary to choose
namely zµ ≡ Θµ (accounting Xm leads to considering the spinning superpar-
ticle [13] interacting with the background supergravity). Then
Ladditional = −il(Θ˙
νDΘµE
α
νE
µ
α +DΘ
νDΘµDX
k(Ω˜k)
µ
ν) (33)
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where (Ω˜k)
µ
ν is the object of unholonomity having only the following non-
vanishing components
(Ω˜k)
µ
ν = (Ω˜
a
bc)eak(−
1
2
)(σbc)µν (34)
Imposing the additional torsion constraint
T abc = 0 (35)
makes it possible to express the superconnection Ω through the Ω˜ as:
Ω˜abc = −2Ω
a
[bc] (36)
where the braces [. . .] denote an antisymmetrization.
The connection of the unholonomity object with the superdreinbein com-
ponents is well known:
Ω˜ABC = (−)
B(M+C)V MC V
N
B (E
A
M,N − (−)
MNEAN,M) (37)
where EAM,N = ∂E
A
M/∂z
N .
Then
Ω˜abc = e
m
c e
n
b (∂ne
a
m +
1
4
iθγa∂nψm − (m←→n))
+
1
4
iθγbψ
nemc (∂ne
a
m − (m←→n)) +
1
4
iθγbψ
nemc (
1
4
iθγa)(∂nψm − (m←→n))
+
1
4
iθγcψ
me
n
b (∂ne
a
m − (m←→n))) +
1
4
iθγcψ
me
n
b (
1
4
iθγa)(∂nψm − (m←→n))
−
1
16
(θγcψ
m)(θγbψn)(∂ne
a
m − (m←→n)) +
1
4
θθemc e
n
b (
1
2
(γbγaψb)β(∂nψ
β
m − (m←→n)))
−
1
8
θθ{emc (γ
aγbψa)
βψ
n
β + e
n
b (γ
aγcψa)
βψ
m
β }(∂ne
a
m − (m←→n)) (38)
Now let us turn back to the (30), (33) and carry out the twistor shift by
replacing of the space – time coordinates
Xˆm = Xm +
l
2DΘµ˜
DΘα(γa)α
βµ˜βE
a
m (39)
that leads to arising a new term
−i
1
2
lεk
nl∂nE
m
l (γm)αβDΘ
αDΘβDXk
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Then after cumbersome calculations using Volkov – Zheltukhin solution
[3] we obtain the Lagrangian describing a generalized twistor dynamics of
superparticle interacting with the D=3 N=1 supergravity background field
LshiftSG = λ
αλβ(γa)αβ{e
a
m +
1
4
iθγaψm +
1
4
θθ(γbγaψb)γψ
γ
m
+
1
4
lεm
nl(T anl +
1
4
i(θγa)ρT
ρ
nl +
1
4
θθ(γbγaψb)ρT
ρ
nl)}ω˙
m (40)
Here all fields depend on the new space – time variables xˆ, T anl and T
ρ
nl are
the torsions connected with the dreinbein and gravitino respectively, ωm is the
superCartan form. In the limiting case of the θ = 0 our Lagrangian reproduces
the result of ref. [7].
The investigation of the constraints algebra is analogous to the Maxwell
field interaction case. Again due to the existence of the conventional constraint
Rαβ(Xˆ,Θ) = 0
the algebra of the second class constraints does not change.
Thus, in the framework of generalized twistor dynamics, superparticle in-
teracting with background supergravity ”feels” space torsion and, in the second
order over l, curvature.
In the end of this section we would like to make some remarks concerning
superparticle interacting with background fields. The demanding preservation
of all original symmetries imposes some conditions on background fields. In
particular, the preservation of the Siegel fermionic symmetry in the presence of
a gauge field requires that the superfield strength satisfies the super – Yang –
Mills equations of motion (see ref. [23] and refs. therein). It is achieved by
imposing conventional constraints (in the case of Maxwell background field
these ones are (15) and (16)).
For the superobject in a general curved superspace, the situation is more
complicated. In the standard formulation of N=1 Brink – Schwarz superpar-
ticle the action describing the former looks like
S =
∫
dτ
1
2
e−1ηabz˙
MEaM z˙
NEbN
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and it is easy to note that superparticle does not ”feel” Eα components of
background supervierbein. For this reason the preserving original symmetries
does not lead to the superfield supergravity equation of motion but to the
classes of equivalence of supergravity background fields.
In contrast to the standard version twistor – like superparticle ”feels” all
components of background supervierbein and it would be very interesting to
investigate conditions imposed on background supergravity first steps to the
studying of which have been made in refs. [20, 12].
5 Conclusion.
In the first time it was assumed to use the twistor shift procedure for the
solution of the bosonic string tachion sector problem. This sector arises on the
particle level when we try to carry out a generalization of twistor dynamics
based on the STVZ action. Unfortunately, there are not any successes on
this direction as well as for attempts of consideration twistor shift in the case
of higher dimensions D=4,6. Thus, the main application of the twistor shift
connected with anyon physics in D=3.
The existence of twistor shift procedure touches upon very important ques-
tion concerning the meaning of physical coordinates in general and connection
between worldline (worldsheet) locality and causality with target space ones.
With consideration of generalized twistor dynamics we expand phase space
by inclusion of additional variables λ and their momenta. Upon the twistor
shift procedure we eliminate additional phase space coordinates, but it does
not mean that we return explicitly to the original phase space. The absence of
clear understanding of this situation does not allow us to make hard conclusion
about, for example, structure of constraints algebra, which closely connected
with conventional constraints imposed on background fields. We naively as-
sume that this constraints have an anologous form as in the standard case, but
it may be not really so !
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From the other point of view the expanded phase space of a generalized
twistor dynamics possesses a noncomutativity of the space – time coordinates,
restored by twistor shift. However in the last time there are many consideration
of the theories with noncommutative coordinates on the Plank scale. Of course,
the theories of such kind have many difficulties connected, for example, with
the ordering of the coordinates, introduction of interaction with background
fields etc., but it would be very interesting to investigate a generalized twistor
dynamics without twistor shift in this context.
Thus, a generalized twistor dynamics puts principal and deep questions
and stimulates the finding of their solution.
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Appendix.
We choose a real (Majorana) representation for the Dirac matrices (γm)
β
α
and charge conjugation matrix Cαβ ( D=3 ):
γ0 = C = −iσ2, γ
1 = σ1, γ
2 = σ3, Cαβ = εαβ
where σi are the Pauli matrices. γ – matrices satisfy the following relations:
{γm, γn} = 2gmn, gmn = diag(−,+,+)
16
σmn =
1
4
[γm, γn] = −
1
2
εmnlγ
l
2δβαδ
δ
γ = δ
δ
αδ
β
γ + (γ
m)δα(γm)
β
γ
where εmnl is the Levi – Chivita tensor and (ε012 = 1). The vector and spin –
tensor representations connect as
xβα = (γ
mxm)
β
α
Raising and lowering of spinor indices is carried out by the matrix εαβ according
to the rules:
λα = εαβλ
β, λα = εαβλβ , ε12 = −ε
12 = −1.
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